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ABSTRACT 
This paper contains a connected account of results concerning the maximum 
problem raised by the first-named author in [Zl] and of its generalizations. For a 
number of results simplified proofs are given, new estimates are obtained, and 
important connections with stability theory and with classical function theory are 
pointed out. 
INTRODUCTION 
If an iterative process in numerical linear algebra is going to converge at 
all, how quickly must it start converging? This is the question underlying a 
series of investigations inaugurated by the first-named author. To put it more 
concretely, suppose we successively form powers A, A2, A3,. . . of a given 
square matrix A. Is there any way of telling, after some finite number of 
steps, whether A”‘+0 as m+oo? We look for an answer in terms of norms. 
If we find that IA k I< 1, where 1.1 is an operator norm and k is a positive 
integer, then it is a simple consequence of the submultiplicativity of the 
norm that Am-O. If we find that IA kl > 1 for some large k, can we ever 
draw the opposite conclusion ? To give the question content we must 
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normalize by supposing that ]A 1 C 1. The answer is then yes, at least for a 
large class of important norms; if the question is examined more closely, the 
positive answer appears amazing-nothing of that kind can be expected for 
general norms. It is a fortunate coincidence that the class of norms which 
permit this conclusion includes such important spaces as the Hilbert space 
and the I” space. The least power which must be calculated in order to 
decide whether or not A m+O is called the critical exponent [ 191 of the norm 
(or space) in question. It has been ascertained in a few cases. 
In the present paper we concentrate on the case of an n-dimensional 
Hilbert space where most progress was made. The reader who wishes to 
acquaint himself with the state of the general theory should consult a survey 
paper by the first-named author [ 18,231. 
The critical exponent of an n-dimensional Hilbert space turns out to be n 
[19]; in other words, if A is a linear operator with ]A! < 1, then A*-+0 as 
m-cc if and only if ]A”] < 1. (Let us remark here that the critical exponent 
may be much larger than the dimension in some cases; there are spaces for 
which it is infinite.) 
To make use of the nontrivial implication in this theorem we need to 
assert, for some A, that ]A”\ is exactly one. In a numerical context this will 
scarcely ever be possible, and we are therefore led to seek a quantitative 
version, which should say something of the following sort: if ]A] = 1 and ]A” I 
is close to one, then A” can tend to zero no faster than a certain rate as 
m+~. Now the behavior of ]A m] as m-cc is described by the spectral- 
radius formula, which asserts that 
JA].=lim]A”(‘/“, 
]A(, denoting max{ ]h( : A is an eigenvalue of A}. Thus ]A” I is asymptotically 
like IA]:, and so a conclusion of the type sought would be furnished by a 
lower bound for JAI,. This brings us to the extremal problem 
inf{]A],:AEC(H,,), ]A]=l, IA”]>r}. 
Here H,, denotes n-dimensional Hilbert space, I; (H,,) denotes the algebra of 
all linear operators on H,,, and 0 < r < 1. The problem seems to be more 
tractable when inverted; accordingly, [21] was devoted to the study of the 
extremal problem 
C(H,,,r,z”)=sup{]A”]:AE~(H,), ]A] <l, (A],,=r}. (I) 
This problem and its generalizations have been the subject of several 
papers over the past ten years. Estimates and extremal matrices have been 
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found and a number of surprising connections discovered, notably with the 
theory of Mobius transformations and the classical problems of Caratheodory 
and Nevanhnna-Pick in function theory. Most of the results were originally 
established by means of fairly laborious computations, but the stage has now 
been reached when short and elegant proofs can be given for most of the 
theorems (though there remain some unsolved problems). This article has 
something of the nature of a survey: we aim to give a connected account of 
what is known, in many cases without proofs. At the same time we present a 
new approach (a close study of certain finite-dimensional subspaces of the 
Hilbert space Z2) which leads to a great simplification of results obtained 
earlier by algebraic calculation, and also yields some new estimates. The only 
proof which we reproduce essentially unchanged is Sz-Nag-y’s proof [14] of 
his generalization of the fundamental theorem of PGk [21]. 
1. THE FIRST MAXIMUM PROBLEM 
The constraint ]A(, <r is an awkward one to handle, so we begin, as a 
first step, by solving a slightly simpler problem: roughly speaking, we fix the 
eigenvalues of A. This suggests the problem 
sup{lA”(:AE~(ff,,), IAlGq@)=O}, 
where cp is a polynomial of degree n. It was realized by Sz-Nagy [14] that 
this problem has a natural generalization. Let ~J,G be any polynomials; we 
write 
C(&)=sup(+(A)(, 0.1) 
where the supremum is taken over all contractions A, on all finite-dimen- 
sional Hilbert spaces, which satisfy q(A) = 0 and ]A], < 1 (an operator A is 
called a contraction if [AI < 1). 
Indeed, Sz-Nagy allows still greater generality: cp and 4 can be arbitrary 
functions bounded and analytic in the open unit disc, and the supremum can 
be taken over all completely nonunitiuy contractions on all Hilbert spaces. 
However, even to explain what is meant by $(A) requires nontrivial facts 
from the theory of unitary dilations; giving the full strength of Sz-Nagy’s 
generalization would necessitate the introduction of technicalities which are 
incidental to the main ideas and throw no light on the finite-dimensional 
case, which is our present concern. Since the difference between the 
methods of proof for general functions and for polynomials cp and 4 is purely 
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technical, we shall eschew such generality and refer the thirster after infinite 
dimensions to [14]. We shall, however, occasionally wish to take \c, in (1.1) to 
be something other than a polynomial; we can do this without any change in 
generality, for if 4 is any function analytic in a neighborhood of the roots of 
cp, we can find a polynomial &, such that +(A) = &(A) whenever q(A) =O. 
We shall refer to (1.1) as the first maximum problem. A simple formula 
for the value of C(cp.$) is probably too much to hope for, but what we do 
have is a description of an extremal operator for the problem. This was given 
by Ptak 120,211 for the case $(A) = A”‘, and the result was generalized and 
the proof simplified by Sz-Nagy [14]. Both proofs (even if used to solve the 
finite-dimensional problem) require infinite-dimensional spaces in an essen- 
tial manner. The second proof is formally simpler, but the original one has 
the advantage of motivating the passage into infinite dimensions in a more 
natural manner; also, it still seems to be the only method of dealing with the 
uniqueness question for the second maximum problem. It is not difficult to 
see that it can easily be adapted to yield Sz-Nagy’s generalization as well. 
To state the result we need the notion of a shift operator. 
Let 9 be a Hilbert space. We define 12(9 ) to be the space of all 
sequences (d,)p”- a of elements of g for which X6;“,,]d,]2 < cc. With the inner 
product ((c,),(d,)) ~2:~ (ci,d<) it b ecomes a Hilbert space; we abbreviate 
Z2(C) to Z2. The backward shift operator on Z2(‘% ) is the operator S defined 
by 
S(d,,d, ... )=(d,,&...); 
its adjoint S* is called the forward shift operator and is given by 
S*(d,,,d, ,... )=(O,d,,d, ,... ). 
In the particular case 9 = C we write S in place of S. 
If A is an operator on a space H and E is an A-invariant subspace of H, 
then we denote by A 1 E the restriction of A to E. 
THEOREM 1. Let cp,\c, be arbitray polynomials. An extremal operator for 
the problem (1.1) is S JKercp( S), where S is the backward shift opemtor on 12. 
Here Ker as usual denotes the kernel, so that Kercp( S) is invariant with 
respect to S, and the meaning of the statement is that if we set A = 
S(Kercp(S), then the constraints of the problem are satisfied []A] < 1, (A],< 
1, QI(A) = 0] and the supremum in (1.1) is attained for this choice of A. 
The striking feature of this result is that the extremal operator for the 
first maximum problem C(V,~) does not depend on \I/. 
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The proof proceeds by showing that any contraction with spectral radius 
strictly less than one can be regarded as a restriction of a backward shift, as 
follows. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a contraction on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space 
H such that ( TJ, < 1, and let ci, be the range of I - F T. There exists a 
linear isomety w: H+12(q) such that 
wT=Sw, (1.2) 
where S is the backward shij? on 1 2(D). 
Proof. Since T is a contraction, I- T* T is nonnegative definite and 
hence has a Hermitian square root D. The range of D is oj) . For each x E H 
let 
w(x)=(Dx,DTx,DT2x,...). 
Now IDy12=(Dy,Dy)=(D2y,y)=((1- T*T)y,y)= ( ~)~--lTy(~. Hence 
This shows that WEAL. Since JT(,<l, JTml-+O as m+=oo and hence 
5 1 DTkx12 = (~1~. 
k-0 
Thus w is an isometry, and it is easy to verify that wT = SW. n 
Proof of Theorem 1. If A = S IKerq( S), it is obvious that JAI < 1 and 
rp(A)=O. To see that (A(, < 1, note that S’?r+O as m-+oo for all x~l~: it 
follows that S (and hence also A) can only have eigenvalues of modulus less 
than one. 
To show that A is an extremal for (1.1) we must prove that whenever 
TEC(H),ITI(l,JTJ,<landcp(T)=O,wehave(~(T)I<(~(A)J.Letw:H-, 
12((li ) be the isometry described in Lemma 1. From (1.2) we infer that 
q(T) = cp(S)w, and hence w(H) CKercp(S). Let w, be the restriction of w 
with domain H and codomain w(H): then w, is unitary and (1.2) can be 
written 
w,Tw,*=SJw(H). 
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Hence 
and so 
lWl= IN9l4ff)I =wS)IKercpw 
The described conclusion is thus a consequence of the relation 
I~(fWe4S)l= l+(SWew(S)I. (1.3) 
This is so because if 97 has dimension r, Z2(91) splits into the orthogonal 
direct sum of T copies of S. This decomposition induces a decomposition of 
S[Kercp(S) into a direct sum of copies of SlKercp(S). The norm of a direct 
sum of operators is the maximum of their norms, whence (1.3). n 
COROLLARY 1. z’%e suprmum of Id@)I over all contractions A (on a 
finite-dimensional Hilbert space) which satisfy A” =O is attuine& when A is 
an n-dimensional shift operator S,,, that is, an operator on an n-dirnensionul 
Hilbert space H given by 
S,e, = 0, 
Snef=ei-lr l<i<n-1, (1.4) 
where {eO,..., e,_l} is an orthonormu 1 basis of H. 
Proof. According to Theorem 1 an extremal operator for the stated 
problem is S [Ker S”. Now Ker S n consists of all (ltJioo,a E Z2 such that X, = 0, 
i>n. Ontakinge,,..., e,, _ r to be the first n members of the standard basis of 
12, we perceive that S IKer S” is indeed an n-dimensional shift operator, as 
defined by (1.4). n 
COROLLARY 2. * supremum of MWI over all contracti A (on a 
finite-dimet&mul Hilbert space) which sati-sfy (A - a)” = 0, where I aI < 1, i.s 
attained when A = E( S, + s*o)(l + ECY* SJ-‘, S,, being an n-dimemiunal shift 
operator and E being an arbitray complex number of unit modulus. 
Proof. Let m(A) = e(h + &a*)(1 + &A*)- ‘. Then m(0) = CY, and m maps the 
unit ball of C(H) bijectively onto itself for any Hilbert space H (this fact is 
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well known-see for example [8]; it also follows from (1.7) below). Hence m 
maps the set of nilpotent contractions on H bijectively onto {A E C(H) : ]A 1 
< 1, a(A)= {a}}. Maximizing ]$(A)] over the latter set is therefore the same 
as maximizing I# 0 m(A)] over nilpotent contractions A on H. Consequently 
m( S,,) is an extremal for the problem. n 
The last result looks very special, but we shall see in Sec. 2 that there is 
good reason to be interested in contractions with one-point spectrum. In 
fact, taken in conjunction with some results described in Sec. 2, it reduces 
the original extremal problem (1.1) to the eigenvalue problem for a certain 
positive definite Hermitian matrix, and therefore enables (1.1) to be solved 
numerically for given r. 
We can conclude from Theorem 1 how large a space we need to attain 
the supremum in the first maximum problem. For simplicity we shall 
suppose that the zeros of cp all have modulus less than 1. This involves no loss 
of generality, for we can always write QI = ‘pa q.+, where ‘pr has all its zeros 
inside the unit circle and ‘pa has them on or outside it. Then ]A], < 1 implies 
that cp,(A) is nonsingular, and hence the conditions q(A) =0, q,(A) =0 are 
equivalent. 
If 
‘p(z)=u,z”+u,_,z”-‘+~~~ +a, (% +0L 
then Kercp( S) consists of ail sequences (x,) E 2’ satisfying 
a”%+” +u,_,x,+,_,+~** +u,x,=o, (1.5) 
r=O, 1, 2 ,... . The linear recurrence relation (1.5) has an n-dimensional 
solution space, and our supposition about the roots of ‘P ensures that all 
solutions of (1.5) he in I 2. Thus Kercp(S) has dimension n. It follows from 
Theorem 1 that the supremum in (1.1) is attained for an operator on a space 
whose dimension equals the degree of ‘p. 
Suppose we are given functions cp and rl, and wish to calculate C((p,$) 
numerically; how do we proceed? We need the matrix of S (Kercp(S) with 
respect to some orthonormal basis of Kercp( S). One can in fact work out such 
a matrix directly (see Sec. 3 below), but there is a more economical method 
based on the use of Mobius transformations. 
By a Mobius transformation of the algebra q(C) of complex n x n 
matrices we mean a transformation given by a formula 
%(X)=(AX+B)(CX+D)-’ 
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when A,B,C,D EM,,(C) and 
It ;I*[: “z][$ ;I=[: nl]. (1.6) 
One can show that ‘%(X) is defined (i.e., CX+ D is nonsingular) whenever 
)X ) Q 1; see [8] for discussions of these transformations. An important prop- 
erty is attained by premultiplying (1.6) by [X* I] and postmultiplying by 
[X* I]*. On expanding out we get 
and hence 
z-9R(x)*9R(x)=(cx+D)*-1(z-x*x)(cx+D)-’. (1.7) 
A useful special type of Mobius transformations consists of those of the form 
where A E M,,(C), IAl < 1. It is a matter of verification that “SR, is in fact a 
Mobius transformation. The formula seems to have been first written down 
by V. P. Potapov [17], but it is implicit in the work of C. L. Siegel [8]. 
We shall now see the connection between Mobius transformations and 
the first maximum problem. 
THEOREM 2. Let QI be a polynomial of degree n all of whose zeros have 
modulus less than 1, and let T be an operator on an n-dimensional Hilbert 
space. The following are equivalent: 
(1) q(T)=0 and I- T*T has rank 1; 
(2) T is unitarily equivalent to S (Kercp( S); 
(3) ‘p(T) -0 and T is unitarily equivalent to a Miibius transform of the 
n-dimensional shift S,,. 
Proof. Suppose (1) is satisfied. It follows from ‘p(T) =0 that 1 Tj, < 1. 
Since dim(Z-T*T),=l we have either I-T*T>O or I-TCT<O. The 
second inequality implies ) Tx( > 1x1 f or every x, which is inconsistent with 
(T(,<1.WehavethusZ-T*T=O,sothatTisacontractionandLemmal 
applies. Since dim(Z - T* T) = 1, the mapping w intertwines T with the 
one-dimensional shift operator S, wT= SW. Since ‘p( S)w = wcp( T), we have 
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wH cKercp( S). Since both these spaces have dimension n, they must be 
equal. Thus w induces a unitary equivalence between T and S IKercp( S). 
The implication (2)+(l) b ein immediate, we have thus established the g 
equivalence of the first two conditions. In particular, it follows that the two 
conditions in (1) determine an operator up to unitary equivalence. 
If T= %( S,,) for some Mobius transformation, we have, by (1.7), 
Z-T*T=(CS,,+D)*-‘(I-S,*S,,)(CS,+D)-’, 
so that dim{ I - T* T) = dim( I - S,* S,) = 1. This proves the implication (3)-+ 
(I)* 
The preceding observation together with the equivalence of the first two 
conditions reduces the proof of (l)+(3) to the task of finding a Mobius 
transformation ‘9R such that 9lL (S,) is annihilated by cp. Indeed, suppose we 
have found such an %. The operator V= %( S,) then satisfies ‘p(V) = 0 and 
dim( Z - V* V) = 1, by the preceding observation. We also have ‘p(T) = 0 and 
dim(Z - T* T) = 1, by assumption. It follows that V and T are unitarily 
equivalent. 
To find a Mobius transformation for which cp(“x( S,)) = 0, consider the 
orthonormal basis e,, ei, . . . , e,, _ i with respect to which S,,e, = 0 and Sei = ei _ i 
for i > 1. Denote by A the diagonal operator defined by Aef = ct++ lei, where 
e1,a I,. . . ,LY, are the roots of 9, with repetitions according to multiplicity. 
Then IA I< 1 and we can form 9lL*. With respect to the basis e,, . . . , e,_ i, 
?JlL* (S,) has a triangular matrix with the ei on the diagonal, so that 
(P(“sn,(SJ)=O. n 
Theorems 1 and 2 give us a fairly good understanding of extremals for the 
first maximum problem. We now turn to the question of applying this 
knowledge to the problem mentioned in the Introduction. 
2. THE SECOND MAXIMUM PROBLEM 
We study a generalization of the extremal problem (1.1). Let 
C(H,,r,~)=sup{l~(A)l:AE~(H,), I4 =G 1, IAla~r)~ 
the notation being as in the Introduction and 4 being a polynomial (or, more 
generally, a function analytic in a neighborhood of the closed disc{z: (z( Q 
T}). We call this the second maximum problem. Its solution can be split into 
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two parts: 
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I. The first mdmum p&km. For all polynomials QJ of degree n having all 
their zeros in the disc{z: ]z] <r}, find C(cp,$) [see (l.l)]. 
II. The problem of the worst polynomial. Among all such rp, for which is 
the maximum of C(cp,#) attained? 
We have seen that problem I is more or less solved. Problem II, however, 
remains unsolved save for a single case: when #(A) = A”, the worst poly- 
nomial is known-not surprisingly, it is 
Q?(Z) = (z- r)“. 
It is a fair guess that the same polynomial is also extremal for a wide class of 
functions #, and in particular whenever $(A) = Am for any positive integer 
m. This is the most tantalizing open question in the area. No progress has 
been made on it since the original paper [21], where the known case was 
established by means of some very special calculations which have resisted 
attempts at generalization. 
In [21] the problem of finding the worst polynomial was reduced to a 
rather technical result about solutions of the recurrence relation (1.5). These 
solutions had to be expressed in terms of the roots of cp, and it was essential 
that the polynomials in the roots which appear as the individual terms of the 
sequences have coefficients with certain properties. To prove these proper- 
ties is not difficult in some particular cases. The proof for the general case 
was supplied at the request of the author of [21] by the late Professor 
Knichal. Unfortunately, Knichal’s proof was never published or recorded. 
Quite recently a technical lemma about recurrence relations was published 
[25,4,33] which gives an even stronger result. 
The second maximum problem [in the case G(z) = z”] is thus reduced to 
C(H,,r,z”) = c((z- r)“,zn). 
Now Theorem 1 implies that an extremal operator for (2.1) is 
S]Ker(S-r)“, 
so that it suffices to find an orthonormal basis for Ker( S - r)” with respect to 
which the matrix of this operator is not too complicated. It turns out [24] 
that there is a natural orthonormal basis of Ker( S - T)” with respect to which 
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the matrix of S (Ker( S - r)” is the triangular Toeplitz matrix 
r l-r2 -r(l-rs) 72(1--r’) **a (-r)n-2(1-r2) 
0 r l-T2 -r(l-12) 1.. (-r)“-3(1-r2) 
0 0 r 1-12 . . . (-r)n-4(1-r2) a 
il 6 iI 0 . . . r 
Thus C(H,,r,x”) is the norm of the nth power of this matrix. Although 
the nth power can be written down fairly easily [24], computing the norm, 
requires finding the maximal eigenvalue of an n-by-n matrix. For n = 2 this 
can be done, and the result is 
For large n there seems to be little hope of obtaining an explicit formula for 
C(H,,,r,.z”). A table of its values calculated numerically for various values of 
n and r can be found in [32]. 
Corollary 2 provides an alternative description of an extremal 
Consider the ortbonormal basis with respect to which S, has the matrix 
[S,,,_ J; a simple calculation shows that the corresponding matrix of A is the 
same as the one above. 
Is this a coincidence? Is there not, possibly, another extremal with a less 
complicated matrix? The answer to these questions is provided by a result of 
2. Do&l [2]: the problem C(H,, , r 2’) has a unique extremal up to unitary 
equivalence and multiplication by a scalar unit modulus. 
The uniqueness question for the first maximum problem has not yet been 
solved. 
3. MATRICES OF EXTREMAL OPERATORS 
In Theorem 1 we have a characterization of an extremal operator for the 
first maximum problem, but if we wish to find C(cp, 4) numerically, then 
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what we need is the matrix of such an operator with respect to an 
orthonormal basis. We have just seen how to derive such a matrix directly 
from Theorem 1 in the case that rp has a single root; for general v we can 
derive one quite easily using Theorem 2. Indeed, Theorem 1 and 2 in 
conjunction tell us that if S, is an n-dimensional shift operator and !)?I, is a 
Mobius transformation such that % (S,) is annihilated by ‘p, then %( S,) is 
an extremal operator for the problem C(cp,+). 
Let 
0 1 0 **. 0 
0 0 1 ... 0 
s,= : : : ... : ) 
;, ;, (j . . . ; 
,o 0 0 ... 0, 
so that S, is the matrix of an n-dimensional shift S,,. If A E C(H,) has a 
matrix & (with respect to the same orthonormal basis) and (A( < 1, then 
“x, (S,,) has a matrix 
It is thus simply a question of finding a matrix @ such that 
One possible choice for @ is suggested by the proof of Theorem 2, 
namely 
@=diag{cr,,a, ,..., a,}, 




a1 SlS2 -s&s3 
'2'3 
nt,eJJ= a2 'y3 cw 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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where si = (1 - ‘yi q*)i/‘. This matrix was obtained in [24] and [32]; however, 
the present proof of extremality is much simpler. 
One might ask what other choices of @ are possible for which 
@N&,)) = 0. In particular it is of interest to discover an @ which is 
expressed in terms of the coefficients of ‘p rather than its roots, for the 
calculation of an extremal matrix using (3.2) requires the solution of a 
polynomial equation. In the case of real polynomials q such an & has been 
found [35]: it is 
@ = cp(sn)%(sn)-l~ 
where 
We give a second, more obviously geometrical approach to the calculation of 
an extremal matrix for C(cp,$): this is a simplification of the method of [24]. 
It is slightly longer than the foregoing, but provides relations which enable us 
to obtain estimates in Sec. 5. The idea is simply to choose an orthonormal 
basis for Kercp(S) and to work out the matrix of S with respect to this basis. 
The description of bases is greatly simplified by the use of generating 
functions. With any sequence x = (xa, Xi,. . . ) E Z2 we associate the generating 
function x( 2) = Z m I_Oxjx~, which is an analytic function in the open unit disc 
U= (2: ]a] < l}. The sp ace of generating functions of all elements of Z2 is 
denoted by H2. If x ~Kercp(S), where ‘p is a polynomial whose roots lie in 
the disc (2: 121 CL r}, r < 1, then xi = O(ri) (this is a well-known property of 
solutions of the linear relation (1.5); see for example [ZS]), and hence the 
generating function x(z) is analytic in the larger disc {z: ]z] < l/r}. Then it is 
not hard to see that, for x, y EKercp( S), 
the integral being taken anticlockwise around the unit circle. This formula, 
properly inteqreted, is actually valid for all x, y E Z2 [9], though we shall not 
need this fact. 
We can now describe a very neat basis for Kerpl( S): if q is given by (3.1) 
and 
(n-a:)~**(Z-~*)Si+l 
eAx)= (1-cr,x)* *. (l-~z)(l-cui+,z) ’ (3.3) 
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then {e,,..., e,_ r} is an orthonormal basis for Kercp(S) (here we are of 
course identifying Z2 with H2 of the open unit disc). To see this introduce the 
operators 4, O< j<n-I, given by Ai=(S-ctiZ)(Z-~~S)-l. Since S* is an 
isometry, I- SS* = 0 and so the identity 
shows that q is also an isometry. Define gi E H2 by g&z) = s/(1- c@-‘; 
then gZ is a unit vector, and so therefore is ei = A:Az * * * AFg+r [we are 
using the fact that (S*g)(z)=zg(z), and hence h(S*)g=hg for any hEH”]. 
Moreover, if i <k we have 
= A,.. ( .Ai+lgi+la+l). 
One finds that (S-cu,)gj=O, and hence A,gj=O. Thus (ej,ek)=O. Observe 
next that 
r+,(S)=(Z-+)+I-ol,*S)A;.*A,. 
It follows that ~(S)ei=(Z-cr~S)~~~(Z-ol,*S)A,~~~AIA~~~~~?gi+l=(Z- 
a:S)..“(Z-cu,*S)A,...Ai+l&+,=O. Thus {e,,...,e,,_,} is an orthonormal 
set in Kercp(S); since Kerq(S) has dimension n, it is in fact a basis. 
We wish to compute the matrix of S with respect to the basis 
{e,,..., e,, _ r}. To this end introduce the operators Ek, 0 <k < n - 1, given by 
E,=s,+,A:.. .A;(Z-CX~+~S*)-‘, (3.4) 
so that e, is obtained by applying Ek to the constant function 1 E H2. It is 
immediate that 
Since SS = I, we have 
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and hence 
Postmultiplying both sides by s~+&I+'~E~ and using (39, we get 
Applying both sides to 1, we deduce 
(s- Lyk+2Z)ek+l=sk+2S(Z- 4+,s)ek. (3.7) 
We have Se,= ore,, and using (3.7) we can readily verify by induction that 
for l<k<n-1, 
-’ (-l)k+‘sk+la~“‘a~slew 
On comparing with (3.2) we find that the matrix of S with respect to 
{e,,..., e, _ r} is precisely “x,( S,). 
4. OPERATORS WITH SMALL SPECTRA 
Once the extremal operators are identified, we can in principle calculate 
numerically the supremum of ]A ” 1 over ndimensional contractions A subject 
to either of the constraints q(A) =O or JAI, <T. In the absence of precise 
formulae, however, what would be of greater interest is to have estimates for 
these suprema which allow one to perceive at a glance how they behave as cp 
and T vary. Estimates of this nature were in fact obtained in [31] by means of 
some fairly heavy formal calculations; we are now able to derive some 
improved inequalities by simpler means. 
The problfm of estimates splits naturally into two parts, for quite 
different methods are needed in the two cases that the spectral constraints 
are strong or weak (i.e., T close to zero and r close to one). The problem was 
originally formulated with the latter possibility in mind, but the former is 
also of some interest. It is also easier to handle, so we shall deal with this 
case before turning to the more delicate considerations which arise when the 
spectrum of A is allowed to approach the unit circle. 
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In this section we intend to deal with estimates for operators whose 
spectral radius is small compared with the norm. For such operators an 
estimate of IA “1 may be derived by applying an inequality for inner 
functions obtained in [26] to the extremal operator. Later, C. Apostol 
observed that this estimate remains valid even if the operator norm is 
replaced by the trace norm; at the same time a simple induction proof may 
be given. We reproduce this result here with Dr. Apostol’s consent. 
If E is a Banach space, E d its dual space, then a simple tensor f@e. 
where f E Ed, e E E, is defined as the linear operator in E which assigns to 
each x E E the value (x,f)e. If A is a finite-dimensional operator in E, we 
define the trace norm IA II as the infimum of the sums 2 ( h] ( ej] for all 
expressions of A as the sum of simple tensors A = Z fi @ ej. 
LEMMA. Let P and Q be complementary projections. Suppose A and B 
have block triangulur form, QAP= QBP= 0. Then 
lABI, ( lPAPI,lBI + IAl IQBQL 
Proof. It follows from our assumption that 
AB=(PAP+AQ)(PBP+ BQ)= PAP.B+A.QBQ. n 
THEOREM 3. Let T,, . . . , T,, be contractions in H,,, each having upper 
triangular matrix with respect to a fixed orthorwrmal basis {e,, . . . , e,,}. Then 
IT,Tz- * + Tnll g i l(?;.ef,ej)l. 
j=l 
Proof. By induction. Suppose the proposition is proved for n, and 
consider contractions T,, . . . , T,, 1 E c (H,,, J. There is a one-dimensional 
projection Q such that QT(l - Q) = 0 for all i. Apply the above lemma for 
A= Ti.. . T,, P-I-Q, B= T,,,. We have 
ITI... Tn+,l, < In,* . * T,Pl,IT,+,l+lT,- * * T~IIQT~+IQII~ 
and according to our assumption 
PT, . . . T,,P= PT,PpT,P. 3. pT,P. 
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Applying the induction hypothesis to the n-dimensional operators pT,P, 
n=1,2,..., n and observing that QT,+,Q=(T,+le,+l.e,+l) Q we obtain 
IPT,. . . Tn%+lQTn+lQlI 
In particular, if A is an arbitrary contraction on H,, we can find an 
orthonormal basis { ei} with respect to which the matrix @ of A is upper 
triangular; the diagonal entries of & are the eigenvalues Xi,. . . , A,, of A. If 
m~~H~andJm~l,~I,l~j~n,andifJAl,<l,thenm~(A)isacontraction 
and has upper triangular 
m&)9 * * *, 
matrix n+(a), with diagonal entries 
m#,J. Thus ($A)q, ei) = m@J. Applying Theorem 3 with q= 
m,(A), we obtain the following assertion. 
COROLLARY. Let A be a contraction on H,,, let IAIo < 1, and let rniE 
HW, ImJ,<l for j=1,2,...,n. Then (m,***m,,(A)I,< 5 Imf(+)l, where 
j=l 
h 1,‘“, A,, are the eigenvalues of A. In partkulur, 
To state another result of this type (as well as for further use in the 
following sections) we describe now, for each polynomial v(z) = (z - (~i) - . . (z 
-aJ=zn+a,_,z”-‘+~~~ + %, its “infinite companion matrix” T”. This 
matrix was introduced in the first paper [21] as a tool for the solution of the 
second maximum problem. 
The matrix T O3 has n columns numbered 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 and an infinite 
number of rows 0, 1,2,. . . . The jth column is defined to be the solution of the 
recurrence relation 
with the initiaf conditions 
x,-o, x,=0 ,.*., xi=1 ,..., xn_i=o. 
The matrix T consisting of the rows of T”O with indices 1,2,. . . , n is the 
classical companion matrix of the polynomial P. The following two proper- 
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ties of T” are easily verified: 
(1) Given any m=0,1,2 ,..., the matrix consisting of the n consecutive 
rows of T * starting with the mth row is exactly T”. 
(2) For any r=0,1,2 ,..., 
T’ = tro+ t,,T+ . . . + tr,,_lT”-l. 
For our purpose it will be necessary to express the entries t, of T” as 
functions of the roots (~i,. . . ,an. This has been done [25], and the result is as 
follows: for any r>n and any O<f<n-1 
where the sum ranges over all n-tuples e,, . . . , e, of nonnegative integers such 
that zek=r-j, while g(e,,..., e,) stands for the number of positive elements 
in the sequence e,, . . . , e,. In this manner each entry of T* (starting with the 
n+ 1st row, the first nontrivial one) is expressed as a polynomial in 
(~i,. . . , a,,. We observe that the coefficients of these polynomials are integers 
whose sign depends on the cohmm index only. 
This fact was of decisive importance in the solution of the second 
maximum problem [21]. Indeed, it is this property of the coefficients which 
makes it possible to show that, among all polynomials of degree n whose 
roots are bounded by p in modulus, the polynomial (z- p)” solves the second 
maximum problem. 
Z. Dostal [4] observed that the formula 
which is clearly valid for any operator A annihilated by (p, yields the estimate 
for any contraction- this time in any Banach space, not necessarily Hilbert 
-which is annihilated by cp. It is natural to take for cp the characteristic 
n-1 
polynomial of A and use the formula (4.1) to obtain estimates of x ( tmrl in 
i=o 
terms of (Ye,. . . , (yn _ 1. It is obvious that in order to obtain nontrivial results 
(the sum 21 tmr] should be less than one; we know that ]A “‘I< 1 anyway), we 
must restrict ourselves to small spectral radii. 
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n-l 
The inequality IA”/ < x Itmtl together with the explicit expression for 
the &I in terms of the spedt=& of A yields the following 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a contraction on an n-dimensionul Banach space. 
Zf lAl,<Kl, then 
fof every m >n. 
The leading term of this sum turns out to be 
( ) 
n:I rmen+‘. We thus have 
COROLLARY. For every m > n 
JA”I( ( nflfl)rm-n+1+0(rm-n+2). 
In terms of the spectrum of A the following estimates hold: 
THEOREM 5. Let A be a contraction m an n-dimensiunul Banach space, 
the churacterktic polynomial of A being (n - q)* . * (z - a,,). Then 
for every m >n. In particular 
IA”‘/< 2 (c+- . . (a,,(““+ 0(IAIz-n+2). 
XC?,=tl--m+1 
The crudeness of these estimates is best demonstrated by the fact that for 
small spectral radii we have a description of the convergence independent of 
the norm, whereas the nonexistence of the critical exponent for general 
Banach spaces shows that no such result is possible if we allow the spectral 
radius to approach the norm. 
5. IA” 1 AS IAl,--+ 
As the spectral radius of an n-dimensional contraction A approaches 1, 
how quickly can (A “(+l? This is harder than the corresponding question for 
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the case 1 A ( ,,+O: for a start, simply inspecting the Cayley-Hamilton equation 
now gives no information. On the basis of the foregoing theory we shall 
show, however, that 
l-C(H,,r,Z”)=0((1-r)2n-l) as T-+1. 
This was first pointed out in [28, Theorem 21, the necessary inequalities 
having been obtained earlier in [28] by means of formal manipulation of 
matrices. Still more complicated manipulation was used in [31] to obtain 
estimates for the first maximum problem C(cp,z”): it is rather a relief that 
identical results can be obtained very much more simply and perspicuously 
by a geometrical approach. The method we shall now use is to operate with 
bases for Ker cp(S) instead of with matrices. We wish to estimate 
]S”]Kercp(S)], where 
Let P denote the mapping from Kercp(S) (regarded as a subspace of 1’) onto 
C” given by 
P(x,,x, ,... )=(xmxl ,..., X,-l). 
P is invertible [that is, a sequence in Ker v( S) is determined once its first n 
terms are given], and we have 
for any x = (x0, x1,. . . ) EKercp(S). Thus, by Theorem 1,’ 
lr12-IPx12 - - sup 
r~Kerrp(S)\{O) 1x1” 
I t Y12 sup l-- 4-)p-‘]-2. 
yEc”\(o) K1Y12 (5.1) 
‘It is interesting to note that the estimate given earlier actually equals 1 - JP-1(2. Indeed, in 
the notation of [21, p. 2.571 we have x=Pr+Tpr for each r~Kercp(S); hence P-?z=r+Tz for 
sEC”, so that JP-‘le=1+JT12. It follows that 
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We therefore look for ways of estimating ]P - ‘1. Suppose that 
(P(Z)=anZ”+u”_lZ”-l+*- +a,, 
and let us write 
Furthermore, let us denote the standard basis of C” by {he,. . . , h,,_ 1}, so that 
(x0 )..L, x”_l)=XOho+*-* +xn_,h,_,. 
P-‘hr is the member of Kercp(S) [that is, the solution of the recurrence 
relation (1.5)] whose first rr components make up hr. Identifying 1’ with H2, 
we can regard P - ‘h as an analytic function in the open unit disc, and-as 
long as we only need it in terms of the coefficients-by a routine application 
of the method of generating functions we can quite easily write this function 
down. The details are given in [25], [4] and [33], and it is found that 
(P-lhf)(z)=(u,,z~+u,,_,z~+‘+~~~ +ur+lz”-‘)/cp,(z). 
If we denote by B the matrix 
we have 
P-‘hi = & iiy b+Zk, 
“I 
so that, for a vector c E C” with coordinates co,cl,. . . ,c,_ 1, 
p-‘c= 
& ;$zki$btkci* 
The mapping P - ’ can thus be factorized as the composition of operators 
C”:H2~H2. 
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The operator W assigns to c the polynomial Z~$kZj,kbikci E H2, and is 
then followed by the operator M of multiplication by l/q, on H2. We have 
thus II’-‘I=IMWI<IMI(WI. Clearly 
To estimate the norm of W we observe first that the norm of the polynomial 
Z;;&‘ZIGkbikci in H2 is the same as the norm of the vector {~i<kbfkCi}k in 
C”. We see thus that I WI equals the norm of the matrix B. Now it suffices to 
observe that B = (pa(S), where S is the shift operator on C” given by S&-O, 
Shi=hi_,(l<j<n-1). It follows that ~B(=(cp,(S)~<sup{~~~(z)~:(t~=l}. 
The last estimate is a consequence of von Neumann’s inequality: for any 
contraction A on Hilbert space and any polynomial p 
I P(4l < max{) p(z)1 : IzI = 1). 
Since I&z)l= Iq(z*)l whenever jz( = 1, we deduce that 
p-1( < SUP&d4 : I4 = 11 
inf{ IT( : JzI = l} ’ 
We conclude the following 
THEOREM 6. Let 9 be a polynomial of degree n having all its zeros in 
the open unit disc, and let A be a contraction on a Hilbert space annihilated 
by ‘p. Then 
( inf{ Iv(z)1 : JzI = l} 2 ‘A”12<1- sup{~~(z)~:~z~=1} * 1 
This inequality tells us something about C(H,,,r,z”): if we put r&z) =(z- 
r)n, we deduce, in view of the facts presented in Sec. 2, that 
C(H,,,~,Z”)~< l- 
and hence 
C(H,,,r,z”) < l- O((l-r)‘“) as r+l. 
By studying bases for Kerq( S) we can find the correct order of magnitude 
for C(H,,r,z”) as r-+1: it is in fact l- O((l- r)‘“-l). 
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An obvious basis for Kercp(S) is {fO,..,,fn_i} where&=P-ij. If yEC” 
has coordinates ya, yi, . . . , y,_,, then P-ly=Z~-ly&. Since (P- y,P-‘y)= 
xl,k(ffyfk)yl~k+9 then lp-1l2 equals th e 
the fr are represented as 
norm of the Gram matrix of the fr. If 
with orthomormal e,, the Gram matrix of the f’s equals VP, where V= [q]. 
It follows that ]P-‘1 = I VI, and hence, from (5.1), 
c(H,,rq,z”)2=1-(vJ-? (5.2) 
Suppose that ‘p is given by (3.1). 
We shall use the orthonormal basis {q} defined in Sec. 3, Q. (3.3). We 
express the f’s in terms of the e’s in two stages, introducing an intermediate 
basis {b,,...,b,_,} where 
w= (l-O,+.:l(l-aj+ln) ’ 
It can be shown [20, p. 4521 that 
n-l 
where E,( al, . . . , a,) is the elementary symmetric function of degree 
We shah look for an estimate for the second maximum 
C(H,, r,z”): we therefore consider the case el = * * - = a,, = a, so 
O<j<n-1, 
hi(Z) = zi 
(l-e.z)‘+l’ 
ej(z) = (1- )e]2)1’2 (i:-z;yl 
In order to compute V let us introduce the following notation: 
J=diag{l,-l,l,..., (-l)“-‘}, 
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When (yl=*.. =a,=cu, 
Er_i(al,. ..,a,) =( ;)d-‘, 
so that (5.3) can be written 
n-l 
If we find a matrix H such that b,=XTIih,e,, we shall have V=JTJH. 
Now 
h, = Pw,) 
= (l-la12)pt-‘( ~)(Y*(~-“) if O<s<r<n-1 
0 otherwise. 
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From (5.2) and (5.5) we have, taking (Y = r > 0, 
(this inequality was obtained by quite different means in [28]: see (5.4)), and 
we deduce the following. 
THEOREM 7. IfAEC(H,), (A]<1 and (A],<T, where O<r<l, then 
It follows that 1 - C(H,,, T,Y)~ = 0((1 - r)‘“-l). To see that this is the 
right order of magnitude we need a lower bound for ( VI. One can be derived 
quite easily from (5.4) by virtue of the facts that J and B are diagonals and T 
is upper triangular. Indeed, the last row of V is (again taking (Y = r > 0) 
so that 
Thus, from (5.2), 
1~12>(1-~2)-~n+l 
;gt - 1 n i l 2;Li. 
c(H,,~,~n)~zi- { n51( nT’)“p’)‘(1-r2)2”-1 
j=O 
=l-O((l-r)s”-i as r-+1. 
We can also deduce from (5.2) an estimate for the first maximum 
problem. It is true that in Theorem 6 we already have one such estimate, and 
that of a pleasingly simple form, but unfortunately it fails to meet the natural 
requirement that, when specialized to polynomials with a single root, it 
should give the right order of magnitude as the root approaches the 
boundary. An estimate which does meet this requirement was derived in [28, 
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Theorem 41 by means of algebraic manipulation; we shall now see how to 
obtain the same inequality much more easily through considering bases. The 
problem is to obtain a manageable estimate for IV] [of (5.2)]. This can be 
achieved by introducing a sequence of intermediate bases between the b’s 
and the e’s and thereby splitting V into a product of simple matrices. For 
0 < i < n - 1, 0 < t <n, let br) be the function obtained from ej by replacing 
CX:+ r, . . . , a,* with zero and leaving a:, . . . , a: and (or,. . . , a, unchanged. Then 
b,@) = bf , b/“) = ei and 
I() ei z if t>i. 












cik’ (1-‘y1ay)1’2 if i=k. 
The reader may readily verify (5.6). It follows that 
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The relation (5.3) yields 
where 
i 
1 -E,’ E,2 _E3” . . . 
P= 1 -E,2 E; . . . 
1 _E,3 . . . 
.., , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
in which E,” = E,( aI.. . . , as). Thus in (5.2) we can take 
V= P&l&‘. . . L,-‘. 













(knma 2 of [28]). Clearly lPkl < l+ (g(, so we can estimate [VI once we 
have an upper bound for I&‘I. Now 4 is of such a simple form that we can 
easily calculate I+- ’ explicitly and estimate its norm by a standard method. 
This is done in Lemma 3 of [28]. On using the resulting bound for (VI in 
(5.2) we obtain the following result (Theorem 4 of 1281). 
THEOREM 8. If A is a contr&m on a Hilbert space and A is annihi- 
luted by the polynomial 
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where 
jaj( <l, l<jbn, 
then 
6. DISSIPATIVE AND STABLE OPERATORS 
There are two properties of operators which are important in stability 
theory (see [l]) and are closely related to properties studied above. An 
operator A on a Hilbert space is said to be dksipatiue if A + A* is negative 
semidefinite, and to be stubZe if its spectrum lies in the left half plane 
{z : Rez < O}. These properties are respectively analogous to being contrac- 
tive and having spectral radius strictly less than one: indeed, they are rather 
more than analogous. Let K be the Cayley transform: 
K(z)=(z+l)(z-1)-l. @I) 
Then K-l- -K, and K maps the open unit disc conformally on to the left 
half plane, and vice versa. K(A) is a contraction [of spectral radius less than 
one] if and only if A is dissipative [stable] (see [l]). By using K we can 
translate theorems relating the norm and spectral radius into results on 
dissipation and stability. We should expect to get statements of the following 
type: if A is dissipative on II, and a(A) lies in a certain subset E of the half 
plane {z : Rez < 0}, then $(A) + $(A)* <d, where d < 0 is given in terms of 
E, 4 and n. It is not hard to derive such results: we give a couple of examples 
to illustrate the method and the nature of the results obtained. 
We write ReT for $,(I’+ T*). 
THEOREM 9. Let A be a dissipative operator on H,,, and let 
I-= 
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Then 
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Re([(A+z)“+(A-z)“][(A+z)“-(A-I)“]-i)< - (1+y)2, 
d= ( n-j1 ( 2k)) -‘(I -#!)2n-1e 
k-0 




Now K(K(A)“) equals the left-hand side of (6.2), so that the theorem follows 
from the lemma below and the fact that K( m ) = - (1 + m )2/d. 
n 
LEMhfA2. If jXl<p<l, then 
reK(X) <K(p)-‘. 
Proof. We have 
and it follows from 1 X I< /3 that 
o<(x-1)(x*-l)~(l+P)2, l-xx*z1-p2, 
whence, for negative h 
A(X-1)(X*-1)+1-XX*>h(l+p)2+1-/3? 
In particular, for 
A= P-1 p=K(P)-l<O 
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where Re&<O, l<i<n. Further, let a&~)=(-l)y/(-x)*. Then 
R~([~(A)+~(A)][~(A)-~(A)]-')~(Y-~~)(Y+~)-'~ (6.3) 
where 
Proof. With K defined by (6.1) one finds that 
2-P 1-P W-W) 




‘-4 _w J/(z) _ fi 
w i=l z+PT f=l 
where JwJ = 1 and n+(z)= [z- K( /$)I[1 - K( j$+)z]-‘. Since pi lies in the left 
half plane, IK( pi)1 < 1 and so mi is a Miibius transformation. Write B = K(A), 




Since A is dissipative, B is a contraction, and the eigenvalues of B are 
K(cw,), * - *, K(a,,). Invoking Theorem 3 we obtain 
Now (6.4) shows that Jmf 0 K(q)1 = I(? - /$)(LY~ + p;)-rI, and so 
If y < 1, then by Lemma 2 
ReK(G(A)$(A)-‘) =G (Y- l)(y -t I)-‘, (6.6) 
whereas if y > 1 this relation is satisfied trivially, since it is immediate from 
(6.5) that IC/(A)$(A)-’ is a contraction, and hence that K(II/(A)&A)-‘) is 
dissipative. Thus (6.6) always holds. The left-hand sides of (6.3) and (6.6) are 
easily seen to be equal. n 
7. RELATIONS WITH FUNCTION THEORY 
We have seen already that in order to describe Kercp(S) for a polynomial 
cp, it was advantageous to interpret 1’ as Hz. This point of view yields, 
however, much more than a technical simplification of formulae; we intend 
to point out in this section a much deeper connection with function theory, 
and indeed, with some classical interpolation problems for analytic functions. 
To explain these we need some notation. If 9, is a polynomial with roots 
inside the unit disc, q(z) = (z - ol) * . * (z- a,J, we write QJ~ for the corre- 
sponding Blaschke product 
z-a” 
cp”(z) = 3.. . -. 
1 l-+Z 
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If A is a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space K and H is a closed 
subspace of K, we define the compression of A to H as the restriction to H of 
the operator PA, where P is the orthogonal projection of K onto H. 
Now suppose T is a bounded linear operator on K and that H is invariant 
with respect to T. Denote by To the restriction to H of the operator T. It is 
not difficult to see that the adjoint of To is the compression onto H of the 
operator T*. Indeed, G h is defined by the requirement that the following 
relations be satisfied for all h’ E H: 
It follows that T,* h - T* h must be perpendicular to H; in other words 
ch=PT*h. 
Now consider two polynomials cp and 4. We have defined C(cp,$) to be 
the supremum of ]$(A)] for all contractions on finite-dimensional Hilbert 
spaces which satisfy cp(A)=O. We know already that this supremum is 
attained if A is taken to be the restriction of S to Kercp(S). The supremum is 
thus actually a maximum and equals the norm of the restriction to Kercp( S ) 
of 4(S). If ‘p* is the function defined by cp*(z)=(cp(z*))*, we note first that 
Kercp(S)‘- =q*H’. Let P be the orthogonal projection of Hz on (‘p*H2)* = 
Kercp(S). The adjoint of +(S)]Kerq(S), being the compression of (G(S))*= 
cp*(S*) to Kercp(S), yields 
C(cp4) =IW*(S*)I(T*H~)~. 
Now let us quote the following result of D. Samson (Proposition 2.1 of 
[27]): if LY is an inner function and if p E H m, then the norm of 
Pj?(S*)I(H20aH2) 
equals the norm of the class P+ aH O” in H “/aH m. Hence C((p,#) = I#* + 
cp*H”I in H*/cp*H* and this is clearly the same as 1 I) + (PH O”/ in 
H”/cpHm. It is not difficult to see that qH m consists of all functions 
y E H m which vanish at all the zeros of ‘p and have zeros of at least the same 
order as cp at these points. 
If cp is a polynomial whose roots lie in the open unit disc, we form the 
corresponding Blaschke product ‘pB and observe that Kercp(S)=KercpB(S). 
Furthermore, if p is a Blaschke product the operator (p(S))* is an isometry. 
For such operators the following fact will be useful: if I3 is an operator for 
which B* is an isometry, then 
KerB=Range(I-B*B). 
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Now we can prove the interesting fact that the quantities C(q.4) are 
symmetric as functions of ‘p and #. 
THEOREM 11. Zf 9, and 1c, are two Blmchke products of the same length, 
then 
C(v),+) = WQ+ 
In view of what has been said above this result is a corollary of the 
following simple 
PROPOSITION. Suppose B and C are two operators whose adjoints are 
ismetries. Suppose further that KerB and KerC have the same finite 
dimension. Then the rwrm of ClKerB equals the nom of BlKer C. 
Proof. Since B* and C* are isometries the operators, P= I- B*B and 
Q = Z - C* C are projections onto Ker B and Ker C respectively. It follows 
that the norm of C IKer B equals 1 CPJ, so that 
Hence, it suffices to prove 
Since P and Q have the same finite dimension, it is easy to see that Q is 
nonsingular on the range of P if and only if P is nonsingular on the range of 
Q. Indeed, if P and Q are given by the expressions 
px= 2 (X,Pj)Pj, 
1 
Qx = I$ (xJ& 
with orthonormal systems p and q, then nonsingularity of P on the range of 
Q is equivalent to the nonsingularity of the matrix ( qi, pk). Nonsingularity of 
matrices is preserved passing to adjoints. We shall distinguish two cases. 
I. Q is nonsingular on the range of P so that Qr#O for each nonzero 
XEP. If A=IP(Z- Q)PI,, th ere exists a nonzero x E P such that 
(i-PQ)x=P(Z-Q)Px=Ax. 
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Premultiplying this equality by Q, we obtain Q(I- P)Qx=XQx and QxfO. 
Hence IQ@-J’)QI, > IW- QP’I, and, by symmetry, we have equality. 
II. If Q is singular on the range of P, there exists a nonzero x E P with 
Qx=O, so that P(Z- Q)Px=x and (P(Z- Q)PI,= 1. Since P is then singular 
on the range of Q, we have I Q( I - P) Q I ~ = 1 as well. n 
To conclude, let us sketch briefly some connections with classical prob- 
lems of function theory. 
Given n complex constants ca, cl,. . . , c,,_ 1, denote by 4 the polynomial 
c,+c,z+ .*. +C”_iZn-l and consider C(zn, 4): this is nothing more than the 
classical interpolation problem of Caratheodory. Indeed, since C(x”,#)= 
inf{ (4 + z”hloo, h E H”}, the value C(n”,$) is the solution of the following 
problem (provided we know that the infimum is actually a minimum): to find 
the minimal norm of all functions bounded and holomorphic in the open unit 
disc whose power series begins with the terms c, + c,z+ . . . + c,_iz”-‘. The 
classical result of Caratheodory says that the minimum equals the norm (as 
an operator on n-dimensional Hilbert space) of the Toeplitz matrix 
co 0 0 -.. 0 0 
Cl CO 0 . . . 0 0 
c2 Cl co *.. 0 0 
. . 
. . . . 
cn-l cn-2 q-3 *** Cl co 
If N denotes the matrix 
.o 0 0 ... 0 0 
1 0 0 *** 0 0 
0 1 0 ... 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . 
j ;, ;, . . . ; ;, 
the above matrix may be written as G(N). This is now no surprise: indeed, 
the other interpretation of C(z”,$) is the maximum of I+(A)1 for all contrac- 
tions A for which An = 0. 
The symmetry property of the C( cp, 4) permits us to view the solution of 
the first maximum problem from another angle. Given a polynomial cp of 
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